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Magnetic materials are deemed as one of the most promising candidates for ultra-high
density data storage and ultra-high speed data processing in the future. With the
continuous development of nanotechnology and spintronics, spin-wave devices based
on one dimensional ferromagnetic nanostructures have attracted much attention. Just
as in today’s silicon-based chips, intersection of the building blocks cannot be avoided
in real spin-wave circuits. Scattering happens because of the non-uniform magnetic
structure in the cross region, which works as a barrier and will have great influence on
spin waves propagation. In this paper we mainly study the propagation characteristics
of spin wave travelling through an intersection of two permalloy nanowires in the
gigahertz band.
In this thesis, we first review the basic theory of magnetism, discuss the spin wave
theory and its development briefly, and then summarize the research progress of
nanomagnetic materials in outline. Here, we examine the scattered spin-wave
transportation with different frequencies by using micromagnetic simulations. For
comparision, the simulation of the motion of magnetization moment in uniform
nanowires is also carried out. Using MATLAB language to analysis the simulation
data numerically, we can get the propagation characteristics of spin wave in two
different conditions(the presence or absence of the barrier)in details, such as the
waveform, the dispersion relationship, the mode pattern of the propagation spin waves,
and so on. It is found that spin waves can continuously follow the magnetic nanowires
waveguides at the lower frequencies. However, at the higher frequencies, the barrier
acts as a mode converter for the propagation spin waves, causing zigzag-like travel
path formed in the waveguide behind the barrier. Additionally, we calculate the
reflection and transmission coefficient of spin wave travelling through an intersection
of two nanowires, and we find out two vibration modes of the magnetic domain walls.
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授等合成了纳米晶体 Pd ， Fe等；1987年，美国阿贡国立实验室的 Siegel博士
研制出纳米 2TiO 多晶陶瓷，在 100多度高温下弯曲仍不裂，呈现出较好的韧性，
这一突破性进展掀起了世界性纳米热潮。1990年，在美国召开的第一届 NST
（Nanoscale Science and Technology）标志着纳米技术的正式诞生。纳米技术，
是在纳米尺度上（通常是亚纳米到几百个纳米）来处理材料或结构。一个纳米可






































































































































































2 Nex iE J   i jS S  12
根据热力学第三定律，在绝对零度 KT 0 时，每个格点的自旋平行取向，















1 Spp  SS ，代入式  12 则体系的交换能可以表示为：
20 2NJSEex   22



























a的一维原子链的运动。则 p点的磁矩 p 可以写成：
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